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After the
2016
Presidential
election …

A recent
opinion
piece:

“Fake news is in large part a product of the
enthusiasm — not to say rage — for
transparency and absolutely free speech.
…
[The world of fake news] is created by the
undermining of trust in the traditional vehicles
of authority and legitimation — major
newspapers, professional associations,
credentialed academics, standard
encyclopedias, government bureaus, federal
courts, prime‐time nightly news anchors.”
~~Stanley Fish, legal scholar and author, NYT, 7 May 2018

‘Transparency’ Is the Mother of Fake News [News and opinion]. Retrieved May 8, 2018, from https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/07/opinion/transparency‐fake‐
news.html?em_pos=small&emc=edit_ty_20180507&nl=opinion‐today&nl_art=11&nlid=81186798emc%3Dedit_ty_20180507&ref=headline&te=1

https://twitter.com/marksmanwaugh/status/71609
2900384215041

Librarians’ lament ~~

“We all need to evaluate how we
interact with information before
we can evaluate information.”
Elizabeth Boden, MLIS candidate
ACRL’s “Keeping Up With … Debiasing and Fake News,”
16 November 2017

https://ala.informz.net/informzdataservice/onlineversion/ind/bWFpb
GluZ2luc3RhbmNlaWQ9NzEyOTMwOSZzdWJzY3JpYmVyaWQ9MT
AwNzM1OTMwNQ==

A librarian’s insight ~~

“Authority Is Constructed and
Contextual”
Information resources reflect their
creators’ expertise and credibility, and
are evaluated based on the
information need and the context in
which the information will be used.
Authority is constructed in that
various communities may recognize
different types of authority. It is
contextual in that the information
need may help to determine the level
of authority required.

Filed by the ACRL Board on February 2, 2015. Adopted by the ACRL Board, January 11, 2016.

http://www.ala.org/acrl/standards/ilframework#aut
hority)

ACRL
Framework
for
Information
Literacy

IL OUTREACH
BEYOND THE
CLASSROOM

2017:
Experiences
with
outreach
beyond the
classroom

• Students to students
• Students online
• Faculty to faculty

January 2017

Students
teaching
students

•
•
•
•

Leveraging peer power
Shared experience
Speaking the same language
Demonstrating collaborations
between students and their faculty

• Given the speed of social media and ease of sharing, it
is very easy to live in news bubbles which reflect what
we already know. Professors challenge students to use
authoritative sources in assignments. If GVSU
students, staff, or faculty experience “information
culture shock” when new reports are at odds with what
we believed to be true, what do we do next? How do
we understand the world when our sense of reality is
challenged? How do we weigh information? What is a
fact and how do we identify authority in this current
climate of anti‐establishment and anti‐intellectualism?
Interactive workshop.

https://www.gvsu.edu/teach‐in/winter‐2017‐teach‐in‐7.htm

Outreach
beyond the
classroom:
“Teach-In”
January
2017

Bias in the News: What’s Real?
Kim Ranger, Cara Cadena, Jennifer Torreano & Debbie
Morrow (faculty) with Francesca Golus & Audrey Yeiter
(students)

Making the
point with
some local
lore

• Urban legend, reported in The Lanthorn
(student newspaper)
• Handout: collected “fake news” articles
• TED‐Ed: “How False News Can Spread”
[on next slide]

https://youtu.be/cSKGa_7XJkg
Tavlin, N. (n.d.). How false news can spread ‐ Noah
Tavlin. Retrieved January 6, 2017, from
https://ed.ted.com/lessons/how‐false‐news‐can‐
spread‐noah‐tavlin

Outreach beyond
the classroom:

“Fake News” LibGuide

Outreach
beyond the
classroom:
“Teach-In,”
November
2017

Fact vs. Fake: Defining "Fake News" and Learning to Spot It
Debbie Morrow (faculty) with Natalie Loewengruber (student) & Ruth
Ott (student)
• Untrue and non‐factual information is nothing new. Human
communication is complex and nuanced, and throughout human
history the communication of facts, opinions, feelings, learning
and lore has included the potential for misinformation and
disinformation as well as truth. In our present environment, from
the personal and local to the societal and global, we are grappling
with the intensifying effects of the Internet and social media in
altering how we know, what we think we know, and how we talk
about what we know or believe. The popular shorthand today for
what a person finds unbelievable or unacceptable is "fake news" ‐‐
a label that has exploded from the fringes of social media has
become a common term in personal and media communications
in little more than the last year. In this session, a Librarian and two
of the Library's peer Research Consultants will present and lead
discussion on some examples of "fake news" and non‐factual
information, and discuss strategies students can use to inspect
and evaluate information sources. Workshop/Discussion.

Making the
point with
games and
strategies

• Online ‘Factitious’ game
(http://factitious.augamestudio.com/#/)
• Word list and definitions
• CRAAP test worksheet (Juniata)
• News Bias Chart, ver. 3, by Vanessa
Otero [on next slide]

http://www.allgeneralizationsarefalse.com/the‐
chart‐version‐3‐0‐what‐exactly‐are‐we‐reading/

• In a “post‐truth” society how do we know what we
“know” – how can we tell what news is “fake” and which
facts are “alternative”? Moreover, how do we educate
students to evaluate the information they encounter in a
variety of contexts and disciplinary conversations?
• We’d like to explore approaches to teaching
information literacy skills such as evaluation of
information and understanding the nuances of
authority and credibility, especially given the ubiquity
of these issues in modern media and politics. Ideally,
the group that comes together will represent a wide
variety of disciplines, in order to enable mutual
exploration of familiar and unfamiliar contexts in our
discussions.
Facilitators: Debbie Morrow & Hazel McClure

https://www.gvsu.edu/ftlc/current‐faculty‐learning‐
communities‐63.htm

Outreach
beyond the
classroom:
FTLC
Faculty
Learning
Community,
Fall 2017

Evaluating Resources, Misinformation, and Fake News:
Promoting Advanced Information Literacy in the
Classroom

•

Speculative Fiction
Brown, B. & Radford, P. I. (Eds.). (2017). Alternative Truths. B Cubed
Press.

Books we
considered:

•

Journalism & Media Studies
Gladstone, B. (2017). The Trouble with Reality: A Rumination on Moral
Panic in Our Time. New York: Workman Publishing Company.
Hemmer, N. (2016). Messengers of the Right: Conservative Media and
the Transformation of American Politics. Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press.

•

Social & Evolutionary Psychology
Haidt, J. (2012). The Righteous Mind: Why Good People Are Divided by
Politics and Religion (1st ed.). New York: Pantheon.

•

Behavioral Neuroscience
Levitin, D. J. (2016). A Field Guide to Lies: Critical Thinking in the
Information Age. New York, New York: Dutton.

•

Philosophy
Lynch, M. P. (2016). The Internet of Us: Knowing More and
Understanding Less in the Age of Big Data (1 edition). New York:
Liveright.

Reading for
grounding:
“…our digital form of life has, indeed,
increased transparency in some
ways—but not in all. It has increased
transparency for those who already
desire and value it. But as the use of
sock puppets and bots demonstrates,
the ability of the Internet to allow
deceptive communication leads in
precisely the opposite direction” (p.85)
Michael Patrick Lynch, The Internet of Us: Knowing More and Understanding Less in the Age of Big Data. Liveright, 2016.

•

Table 4. Fake news and evaluating sources? Evaluating
Resources, Misinformation, and Fake News: Promoting Advanced
Information Literacy in the Classroom (Debbie Morrow & Hazel
McClure)

•

In a “post‐truth” society how do we know what we “know” – how can
we tell what news is “fake” and which facts are
alternative”? Moreover, what strategies can we use and refine to
educate students to evaluate the information they encounter in a
variety of contexts and disciplinary conversations? This session will
explore approaches to teaching information literacy skills such as
evaluation of information and understanding the nuances of
authority and credibility, especially given the ubiquity of these issues
in modern media and politics. Ideally, the group that comes together
will represent a wide variety of disciplines, in order to enable mutual
exploration of familiar and unfamiliar contexts in this roundtable
discussion. This topic is essentially the basis for our Fall ‘17 Faculty
Learning Community, minus the book the FLC is reading and
discussing as well.

https://www.gvsu.edu/clas/clas‐teaching‐
roundtables‐264.htm

Outreach
beyond the
classroom:
CLAS
Teaching
Roundtable,
November
2017

The CLAS Teaching Roundtables bring together faculty from across the
college for lunch, round table discussions, and sharing of ideas about
effective teaching. Faculty members will present teaching techniques in
small group settings to encourage discussion.

Our small
group
included:

• Kevin Strychar, Marine biology, Annis
Water Resources Institute
• Pablo Mahave‐Veglia, Music
• Ed Aboufadel, Mathematics
• Kin Ma, Geography
• Haiying Kong, Health Communications
• David Zwart, History
• Steven Peters, Visual & Media Arts
• Shaily Menon, (formerly) Biology

@tomgauld. (2018, April 3). Fount of all knowledge
[cartoon] [Social media]. Retrieved May 3, 2018, from
https://twitter.com/tomgauld

Questions/
Discussion?
Thank you!
Debbie Morrow
morrowd@gvsu.edu

Abstract

In a “post‐truth” society how do we sustain an
informed citizenry, the underpinning of our
democracy? What news is “fake” and which facts
are “alternative”? Crucially, how do we educate
students to evaluate the information they
encounter in a variety of contexts and disciplines?
How can librarians take the lead in teaching that
"authority is constructed and contextual"? This
session offers some ideas culled from outreach and
contact opportunities around campus during the
last year.

